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The freshman made headlines after she snapped at a woman who was determined to get a photo of her outside a
Harvard Square eatery. Stay in the loop! Get breaking news and big stories on your desktop.

Capitol in Washington, Jan. He is applauded by Vice President Joe Biden, second from left, and retired
military officers. His promise was harder to keep than he had imagined and though he was able to release over
people, 55 prisoners remain as of Jan. Taking office shortly after the housing crisis and the government bank
bailout, Obama chose Elkhart, a town where unemployment tripled, to pitch his plan. Obama was the 12th U.
The president promised his daughters they could get a dog after the election and the puppy came as a gift from
Sen. The Obamas adopted a second dog, Sunny, in August of Though the website suffered from technical
glitches in the early days, an estimated 20 million Americans currently get their insurance through the ACA.
In order to fulfill his pledge to end the war, Obama ultimately decided on an escalate-then-exit strategy,
hoping to get U. An avid golfer, Obama plays whenever time allows, using the sport as a way to unwind,
sometimes mixing business with pleasure. King and Gary Clark, Jr. In Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat
for a white customer, fueling the Civil Rights movement. Chris Christie upon arriving in Atlantic City, N.
Obama won re-election to a second term, beating Republican Mitt Romney. Following the tragic incident in
which 20 students and six adults were killed, Obama created a gun task force to provide recommendations on
how to reduce gun violence in America. Despite all his efforts, two major pieces of legislation that came in the
wake of the shooting failed to pass the Senate. Bergdahl from captivity May 31, Berghdahl was released in a
prisoner swap after being held by the Taliban for five years after deserting his base in Afghanistan. The
president unveiled expansive executive actions on immigration to spare nearly 5 million people in the U.
Clementa Pinckney, June 26, , in Charleston, S. Pinckney was one of the nine people killed in the shooting by
a white supremacist who targeted the historically significant black Emanuel AME Church. Senate Democrats
were able to successfully fend off Republican efforts to reject the deal. The historic visit was only the third
time a pontiff has visited the White House â€” the last time was in Jill Biden after announcing that he will not
run for the presidential nomination, Oct. President Obama vetoed the bill the following day. The Obamas
guarded their daughters privacy during the eight years they as they grew from girls to young women. Obama
restored diplomatic relations with Cuba and his visit was the first by a sitting president in nearly 90 years. Abe
responded by visiting the memorial at Pearl Harbor several months later. Obama delivered a rousing speech in
support of Clinton, who made a surprise appearance and embraced the president. But it was his wife, Michelle,
whose speech garnered the most attention and led to speculation about her political aspirations. He thanked his
supporters and included an emotional tribute to his wife and daughters, as well as warning of threats to
democracy. He closed with his campaign slogan, saying, "Yes we can.
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Chapter 2 : Malia Obama to take gap year before entering Harvard in - Boulder Daily Camera
The Obamas went on their usual summer getaway to Martha's Vineyardâ€”and toward the end of Malia spent 83 days in
Peru and Bolivia, where she lived with a family in the town of Tiquipaya, a.

Some speculate Obama will lead a quiet post oval office life as have many presidents before him. Others feel
Obama, a former constitutional law professor will once again be bitten by the professorial bug. Find out
through this article why we believe it will be the latter and not the former. Now that the Presidential Election
is over, we the people of the United States are asking the big questionâ€”what will Barack Obama do now?
After an eventful 8 years in office, the former president has settled nicely into his new life outside of the White
House. Even though the Obamas are not in office, Barack and Michelle still keep busy between attending
conferences, giving keynote speeches, and performing jury duty in Chicago. They even had time to tour
Harvard as they dropped off their daughter at college. Some speculate that Obama may join the Democratic
National Convention to help fundraise for future campaigns or advocate for the United States in International
Conferences. The biggest guess is that Obama will return as a professor to teach law at Columbia University.
Where Search Jobs For those who are unaware, Barack worked as a lecturer for 12 years at the University of
Chicago and was well liked by students across campus. His classes were engaging and challenging; leaving
students even more excited to come to the next class. Years of giving lectures improved his public speaking
skills until he became the well-spoken orator we know today. With his skill set and background in education,
will he return to his old job or does he have something new in his sights? What Is Obama Doing Today? The
ex-president has been busy this year. Here is a small timeline with a few of the things he has been up to since
leaving the oval office: You also get your daily dose of humor and entertainment!! Subscribe May 3 â€”
Unveiled new plans to open a future presidential center in Chicago his old neighborhood where his legal
career began , which is to be a center for youth and community programs. May 7 â€” Gave an acceptance
speech after receiving the John F. June â€” Family Vacation! The entire Obama family took an exotic trip to
Bali. The area holds special significance for Barack as he lived there previously as a child, before returning to
his birthplace in Hawaii. August â€” The Obamas were spotted on the Harvard campus escorting their
daughter Malia to her dorm. She is set to begin classes as a freshman this fall. His heart will always belong to
Chicago, but the former president has a home somewhere else as well, Columbia University. As a young man,
Barack took classes at Occidental College in Los Angeles before transferring to Columbia to finish his degree.
He then went to on to attend Harvard University. Obama first began class at Harvard University in Within his
first year at the college, he was selected to be an editor for the Harvard Law Review, based on his academic
achievement and an impressive writing submission. The very next year, he made headlines as the first black
president of the publication. His close peers at the time stated that he won the election because he was able to
convince a crucial group of conservatives that if they voted for him, he would protect their interests. And these
same communication skills would later be used to build up trust with communities in the South Side of
Chicago. As the first black president, the event was highly publicized and Obama received a lot of attention in
the media. It was this attention that led him to land a job out of college. Barack proudly ended his Harvard
schooling with a J. One reason folks are convinced he may go back to lecturing is that he already possesses
extensive classroom experience. He was hired to teach at University of Chicago Law School from to In , he
was elected to the United States Senate. The president has referenced this period of his life before in speeches
and debates. This comment stirred up quite a bit of controversy as Hillary Clinton pointed out that he never
held that title. The controversy grew so large that the university officially released a statement on the matter:
Senate in , Barack Obama served as a professor in the Law School. He was a Lecturer from to He was a
Senior Lecturer from to , during which time he taught three courses per year. Senior Lecturers are considered
to be members of the Law School faculty and are regarded as professors, although not full-time or
tenure-track. The title of Senior Lecturer is distinct from the title of Lecturer, which signifies adjunct status.
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Several times during his 12 years as a professor in the Law School, Obama was invited to join the faculty in a
full-time tenure-track position, but he declined. Obama did teach several courses involving constitutional law
and race theory at the University of Chicago and was labeled a senior lecturer. You might wonder what it
would be like to be taught by Barack himself? Overall, students seemed to like him as a professor and
repeatedly left him good reviews. The Chicago staff had a reputation for leaning more towards the right
politically and Obama said that he often felt like he was an outsider. Barack openly criticized ineffective
liberal policies and failures, citing unsuccessful legal attempts to fix problems. A former student turned law
professor, D. That was one key component to his lessons. He tended to stay neutral or stick to a middle ground
when lecturing. In especially heated debates, he would draw out uncomfortable topics, forcing students to
confront tough questions. As word of his classes spread, more students began enrolling in his courses. In
addition, his reviews and evaluation scores skyrocketed. Some students went as far as to call themselves his
groupies. For Barack, putting schooling into practice was a big part of his philosophy and you could often find
him actively contributing in the areas of which he taught. For example, while teaching a class on districting
and campaign financing, Obama helped to create a leading casebook in the field. He also improvised his own
textbook for his political seminar on racism and law. While his classes were extremely popular, the lecturer
faced other troubles with fellow teachers. Although he was offered tenure positions several times, he always
turned them down and instead focused on his political career. Did you know that Obama was the first sitting
president to publish an academic paper? A source told Pagesix. Columbia has also offered to house the
presidential library in what is rumored to be a race between Columbia and Chicago University. Columbia has
already donated land in New York to the cause if it is selected. If they do win the bid, it would be convenient
for Barack to watch over the library while in the area. A current running joke is the idea that Obama can meet
up with another Columbia staff member, Amal Clooney , who is teaching civil rights on campus. Obama has
long been a friend of actor George Clooney and his wife, Amal, even visiting them in Italy earlier this year. At
least he can sit with someone at lunch on his first day of class! Final Thoughts At this point, it seems clear that
a position in higher education could very well be in the future for the former president of the United States.
With a successful teaching career from Chicago University and his experience in office, many are certain
Barack Obama will have much to teach to the newest class of future legal professionals. If the president does
choose to return to education, let us hope he brings back his passion for bi-partisanship and lively debate.
Even the most boring of lectures can be brightened with a professor who knows how to ask the right questions.
Obama enjoyed this period of his life so much that he authored a book about it titled The Audacity of Hope ,
in which he wrote:
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A return to his old stomping grounds at Harvard This undated file photo provided by the presidential campaign of
then-Sen. Barack Obama shows the president while a student at Harvard Law School.

Several similar items have been circulated during or since the U. In fact, neither of the Obamas gave up their
law licenses because they were facing disciplinary actions or criminal charges: But being a licensed
professional myself, I knew that every state not only requires licensure, they make it possible to check online
the status of any licensed professional. Let me explain what that means. Both of them still had current
licensures as well. I happen to know there is currently in the Indiana State Prison in Michigan City Indiana an
inmate who is a licensed physician, convicted of murder when he chased the two burglars who entered his
home and terrorized his family into the street and killed them. This physician still has an active medical
license and still sees patients, writes prescriptions, etc all from inside the prison. And he renews his medical
license every two years, too. Something else odd; while the Search feature brings up the names, any searches
for the Disciplinary actions ends quickly. As in, Too Quickly. Less than a half-second quickly on a Search
Engine that can take five seconds to Search for anything. Such claims are based on misreadings of information
about license status and erroneous interpretations and assumptions about such information, as detailed below:
This lead-in is wrong on two counts: Michelle Obama does in fact have a license to practice law in Illinois it is
currently on inactive status , and she did not hold a position as legal counsel with the University of Chicago
Hospitals she worked at that institution as Executive Director for Community Affairs and then Vice President
for Community and External Affairs. None of her job duties at the University of Chicago Hospitals required
her to have an active law license. This passage is also wrong: The difference is crucial: Therefore, it is not
uncommon for lawyers who are not in practice i. Reactivating an inactive law license is a fairly easy
procedure, as noted in the Volokh group blog for law professors: Being an active status lawyer costs more
money than being inactive, and it requires one to do Continuing Legal Education classes, unless one is in
certain jobs for which the CLE requirements are waived. The difference in bar fees, for instance, is why I
myself was inactive in The following passage includes the erroneous implication that Barack Obama gave up
his law license to avoid disciplinary action: The above passage is also not true. This is hardly remarkable or
suspicious:
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Chapter 4 : President Obamaâ€™s regulatory chief Cass Sunstein to return to Harvard | www.nxgvision.co
The former first daughter was targetted by fake news recently when a report claimed she was expelled from Harvard for
using marijuana. Malia Obama through the years. 32 at the University.

Harvard encourages admitted students to defer for one year to travel, pursue a special project or activity, work
or spend time in another meaningful way. The student must not enroll in a program at another college that
would grant the student a degree. She is a senior at the exclusive Sidwell Friends school in the District of
Columbia, which claims another first daughter, Chelsea Clinton, among its alumni. Malia is set to graduate
high school in June. Her sister, Sasha, 14, is a freshman at Sidwell. Obama has talked about dreading the day
when Malia leaves for college. Her decision to take a gap year could keep her closer to home as her family
prepares for the major transition coming next year: Obama plans to live in Washington for a few more years so
Sasha can finish high school. The president and his wife, Michelle, still own a home in Chicago. Gap years are
more common in Europe and Australia than in the U. But a growing number of gap year programs suggest
increasing popularity in the U. Obama grew up without his father, who was born in Kenya and is now
deceased, and has spoken of his desire to be there for his kids. Malia joined her father earlier this month on a
three-day trip that started at the University of Chicago Law School, where he once taught constitutional law,
to discuss his stalled nomination of Judge Merrick Garland to the U. From Chicago, they flew to Los Angeles
and San Francisco, where the president attended fundraisers and played golf. Six of the eight Ivy League
schools were among them, including Harvard, where her parents earned law degrees. The president is a
graduate of Columbia University, and Mrs. Obama graduated from Princeton in Obama said in a recent
interview with Seventeen magazine. So, the question is: Her work can be found at http:
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Chapter 5 : Malia Obama harassed by photo-seeking grandmother at Harvard University - AOL News
Malia Obama wasted no time getting to know her new surroundings at Harvard as she headed out for a run around
campus on Wednesday. Barack and Michelle helped move her in on Monday afternoon and.

When he was inaugurated in January , his family because the first non-Caucasians to live at the White House.
The simple yet elegant style of Sasha and Malia quickly made them fashion favorites to young girls around the
country. Sasha and Malia were 7 and 10 respectively when they moved into the White House. Sasha became
the youngest child to live there since John F. They are just wonderful girls. That was the thing me and
Michelle were most worried about when we got there. On Election night in , their father made good on a
promise that they would get a dog should he be elected president. A few months later, Bo, a Portuguese water
dog became the family pet. In , after Obama won re-election, they welcomed Sunny, another Portuguese water
dog. Sasha, Malia, Michelle Obama during Inauguration. As they have traveled, the teenagers did their best to
represent their parents and country on state visits. During a state visit to China in Malia learned how to drive
in The Obamas in Hawaii, December Getty In March, when the first family hosted a state dinner with
Canadian Prime Minster Justin Trudeau and his clan, the president got choked up when he spoke about how
his daughters grew up in the White House. They grow up too fast ," he said. Getty The family will stay in
Washington for an additional year so Sasha can finish high school and Malia will take a gap year before
heading to Harvard in fall She also believes it will be difficult for them to return to civilian life. The Obamas
during Christmas at the White House Getty While material things will be hard to leave behind, the hardest
task Michelle says her family will face is saying goodbye to the people who have made her family
comfortable. The girls have grown up in the White House. These are people who have helped us raise our
kids.
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Chapter 6 : Obama's Presidential Legacy Photos - ABC News
In the 13 years between Obama's return to Chicago from law school and his Senate campaign, he was deeply involved
with the city's constellation of community- organizing groups. Obama spent.

Load Error The conventional move for a post-presidency life is back home: So the idea of the vibrant,
glamorous Obamas â€” two of the most famous people in the world â€” living here was a very big deal. They
still love going to restaurants and attending the occasional exhibition or play. But outside a rarefied circle of
close friends, they fly pretty much under the radar. That bubble is literal: The street in front of their home is
blocked by a police car, with officers on duty , a standard security detail for any former president. Visitors to
the block must check in with the officers before proceeding to any of the homes. Not that anyone would run
into the Obamas: They rarely walk their dogs and typically come and go from a secured side entrance of their
home. But that bubble is also figurative: The Obamas, they say, are quiet, unobtrusive and entitled to their
privacy. The Obamas have always been careful about controlling their message, and the code of silence
extends to almost every aspect of their social lives: Speak without authorization and you could be exiled from
Obamaland. And no one in their inner circle would discuss their post-presidency life in Washington. Their
Instagram and Twitter feeds are strictly on brand: Favorite causes, public appearances, romantic birthday
wishes, envy-worthy vacation shots. One is hard-pressed to find signs that they live here. Most people
assumed that the Obamas would move back to Chicago, where they still own their Hyde Park home. But eight
months before leaving office, the president said they would stay in town until younger daughter Sasha
graduates from Sidwell Friends in June Earlier this year, Michelle told Ellen DeGeneres that the family has
settled into their new home. Museums and theaters in Washington hoping for the Obama touch have been
treated to a few: And restaurants, of course. Restaurants typically skirt the issue when customers or employees
share a sighting: One tweeted a photo of the couple at Tail Up Goat; another excited patron videotaped the
former president at Nobu. The Obamas, Valerie Jarrett and friends sat at a corner table overlooking the water;
their detail sat at the next table. Customers took pictures from afar but did not approach; one party sent a
round of shots. Guests clapped as they shook a few hands on the way out. From a political standpoint, keeping
a low profile follows a long tradition: But also because they travel a lot to promote their pet platforms: Several
of those trips include paid speeches , the modern golden goose for every former president and first lady.
Individual speaking fees are not disclosed, but according to multiple media reports, the Obamas get top dollar:
His spokesman explained last year that the speeches allow the couple to donate to their favorite social
programs. There are also exotic trips for living their best life: Details are even harder to come by here. Former
attorney general Eric H. Jarrett, one of their most trusted confidants, declined to answer questions about their
post-White House life. Maybe they had a private tour or attended a VIP event with Winfrey? A museum
spokesman never responded to questions. Most of their closest friends are African American. Expect a very
public book tour, because they need to sell a record number of books to justify that amount. Terms were not
disclosed. The Obama Foundation, a key focus of his post-presidency and developer of the presidential center,
is also based in Chicago and held its first summit last October. Sasha is scheduled to graduate next June. Her
older sister will presumably be at Harvard for the next three years. So, yes, the Obamas are based in
Washington â€” for now.
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Chapter 7 : FACT CHECK: Did Barack and Michelle Obama Lose Their Law Licenses?
Malia Obama is officially a college student. The oldest daughter of Barack and Michelle Obama moved into her Harvard
University dormitory on Monday afternoon, one day before her fellow students.

Just two years into his career in Washington, D. Four years later, Obama was elected president of that country.
We will all be with you as you learn to stand and walk and, yes, run again. Of that I have no doubt. His full
speech can be read here. Mitt Romney, who had challenged the president in the election just five months
earlier. We finish the race. It started out innocent enough. The team gave Obama a replica Red Sox jersey.
Suddenly, we had a presidential selfie scandal. As The Boston Globe reported at the time: Samsung had
contracted with Ortiz to be a social media ambassador, and encouraged him to take photos with his Galaxy
Note 3 phone during his White House visit. Six years later, Obama returned to dedicate the Edward M.
Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum. At a ceremony in March for the Toner Prize for political
journalism, the president called for more accountability journalism. And that was the movie that captured the
Oscar for Best Picture. Barack Obama shows the president while a student at Harvard Law School. With just
15 days left in his presidency, Obama published a lengthy commentary in the prestigious journal, of which he
also used to be president. Email us at tips boston. Get the latest sports alerts sent directly to your phone.
Download our free app.
Chapter 8 : Barack Obama: From President to Law School Professor? | JDJournal
Harvard has not been a destination for presidential sons and daughters in recent years, though Caroline Kennedy, the
daughter of John F. Kennedy, graduated from Radcliffe College, which is now.

Chapter 9 : Fake news claims Malia Obama was expelled from Harvard for drug violation - AOL News
President Obama's "regulatory czar,'' Cass Sunstein, will be returning to Harvard Law School after serving three years
as head of the White House Office of Information and Regulatory.
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